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The problem of this study was to determine which publications

available to Texas credit union managers are selected for reading

and on what bases these choices are made. The study considered

independent publications and those within the credit union

industry. Survey respondents were Texas credit union managers.

The study found that managers depend heavily on the two

publications of the state trade association, two to three pub-

lications of the national trade association, and the state

regulatory agency newsletter in cases of state-chartered credit

unions. Independent publications function as secondary infor-

mation sources.

It was recommended that the Texas Credit Union League combine

its two publications and that the Credit Union National Assoc-

iation consider combining publications.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The business executive sits at his desk to begin the day's

work. He scans the local morning newspaper and the Wall Street

Journal, making mental notes of the economic, political, and

social trends that affect his business decisions. But the avail-

ability of reading materials that offer information relevant to

his business is by no means limited to the two newspapers. The

executive faces a barrage of printed communications from a variety

of sources. The Chamber of Commerce newsletter tells him of bus-

iness activities in the community. A monthly trade journal apprises

him of new products in the industry. The newsletter of the pro-

fessional association to which he belongs announces upcoming

meetings and explains services available to him that will benefit

his business. The association's governmental affairs department

provides a weekly update of legislative matters that may affect

the way he conducts his business. The same association produces

a magazine of lengthy articles on subjects pertinent to his busi-

ness. National and regional general business publications offer

insight into economic trends.

Faced with a wealth of material and a limited amount of time

to absorb it, the business executive will, of necessity, choose

to read from the various publications what he considers to be most

pertinent to his need. He may select publications that are com-

patible with his own perceptions. If his business has much

1
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competition in the marketplace, he is likely to pay close

attention to publications he believes are necessary to inform

him of activities of his competitors.

These two selection processes, selective perception and

the utility theory, are noted by Davison, Boylan and Yu. They

explain that by nature people, subconsciously or consciously,

select ideas that conform to their own values and "ignore,

dismiss, misunderstand or forget" communications that "would be

dissonant." They theorize that the general public adopts the

selective perception process, but that business leaders practice

the utility theory as a necessity in assessing changes in the

climates of politics, economics, and competition.

Davison, Boylan and Yu wrote:

Little systematic research has been conducted on
why certain organizations select certain communications
for attention. . . . Organizations often require enormous
amounts of information if they are to function. . . .
Some of the informational needs of large organizations
are taken care of by house organs. . . . But . . . the
information that organizational leaders need in order
to make decisions . . . usually has to come from
sources outside, and much of it is provided by the mass
media. . . . The fact that organizations constitute a
major portion of the audience for the mass media is all
too frequently ignored (3, pp. 139; 151-153).

One of the organizational leaders who has access to a

combination of internal and external publications relevant to

his business needs is the credit union manager. Serving the

financial needs of a specific public, the credit union's members,

the manager needs to keep abreast of changing trends in the

economy, the political scene, and the social structure. Infor-

mation on these trends is available in mass media publications,

in general business periodicals, in newsletters and magazines

published by the state and national credit union trade
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associations, in materials sent by the federal or state

regulatory agency under which the credit union is chartered,

and in independent newsletters directed to the credit union

industry.

Examples of independently published newsletters that

specifically address the credit union field are Law and the

Credit Union and CUIS CCredit Union Independent Service3

Newsletter. Periodicals of importance in the financial industry,

such as Wall Street Journal, American Banker, and Texas Finance

Report, carry news that affects credit unions. For news of

conditions that affect the credit union's members financially

and socially, the manager may depend on local newspapers, local

Chamber of Commerce publications, and publications produced by

the credit union's sponsoring organization. From the Texas

Credit Union League and Credit Union National Association, the

state and national trade groups for credit unions, come several

publications, including the Texas Leaguer and the Management Memo

at the state level and Capital Communique, Credit Union Magazine,

Credit Union Executive magazine, Credit Union Manager newsletter,

and Dimensions magazine, among others, at the national level.

With these and similar publications and with regular

mailings from the regulatory agencies, the credit union manager

may receive as many as twenty-five separate ongoing periodicals

each month. Some may be read thoroughly, routed to the board

of directors and to other staff members, and saved for reference.

Others may receive a cursory glance or may be discarded without

being read.
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Statement of the Problem

The problem of this study is to determine which among the

various publications available to credit union managers in Texas

are selected for reading and on what basis these choices are made.

Purpose of the Study

The purposes of this study were: (a) to discern what, if

any, material is missing from publications that managers believe

they need; (b) to determine if credit union managers in Texas

would prefer a different format for publications produced by the

state and national trade associations; (c) to determine the

criteria by which Texas credit union managers judge the value

of publications; and (d) to discern the comparative value placed

by Texas credit union managers on the various publications they

receive.

Questions To Be Answered

1. Are the kinds and number of publications a credit union

manager receives influenced by the asset size of the credit union

more than by other variables, these being age and experience of

the manager; the credit union field of membership; affiliation

with the trade association; and whether the manager has served

as an elected official in a credit union organization?

2. How much time does the credit union manager devote to

reading job-related publications?

3. Does the asset size of the credit union influence whether

a manager might choose reading materials based on the theory of

selective perception or based on the utility theory?

4. Are managers not receiving information they need?
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5. Would managers prefer a different format for the trade

association publications they receive?

6. Can the following elements be set forth as criteria in

determining a publication's value to the credit union manager:

usefulness to the job; saving the publication for reference;

secondary readership; information about regulations and legis-

lation; information about other credit unions; information about

other financial institutions; information about changes affecting

the credit union members; timeliness; and enjoyment?

7. Is duplication of material in various publications a

problem for credit union managers?

8. Do managers place more value on the publications of the

Texas Credit Union League than on those of the Credit Union

National Association?

Review of Literature

Leonard P. Tipton wrote:

Studies which attempt any degree of "real world"
validity must consider that in most natural situations
there will be a variety of types of information available.
From these an individual may choose a single type or any
combination of types which satisfies what he perceives to
be his requirements for a given situation. Verisimilitude
in research requires that attention also be given to the
extent of information-seeking--how much or how little is
sought--and to the order as well as type of content pre-
ferences, (7, p. 310).

To determine if any studies have been conducted on reader-

ship involving a combination of independent publications and

trade periodicals, the following sources were consulted:

Journalism Abstracts from 1963 to 1979; Journalism Quarterly

from 1967 to 1979; Public Relations Review from 1978 to 1979;

Journalism Educator from 1976 to 1979; Nieman Reports from
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1977 to 1979; and Public Relations Quarterly from 1976 to 1979.

This research serves to validate the observation made by Davison,

Boylan and Yu, previously cited, that little has been written

about the communications needs of organizational leaders in terms

of their choices among independent and internal publications.

That business personnel depend on a combination of trade

journals and outside materials is revealed in a study of the

Baton Rouge Chamber of Commerce magazine. Readers said it was

effective in disseminating information about the chamber, but

said they received more information about area businesses from

daily newspapers (1).. A study of the Medical World News and the

Medical Tribune showed that they serve to supplement traditional

medical journals. In that study, medical practitioners said they

received an average of twelve publications, of which they read

nine. Of the twelve, eight were controlled circulation, and

of those eight, respondents read five (5). A study was conducted

on readership of a specific independent publication in a given

field; the finding was that all but a small percentage of sub-

scribers read Oil and Gas News thoroughly and depended heavily

on its statistical information. A large percentage kept the

publication for reference (6).

In the specific field of credit unions, a magazine article

stated that credit union managers may depend on outside

publications as much as or more than on trade periodicals. A

manager was quoted in the article:
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Too much important information is today obtained
through channels outside of the credit union movement.
When you have to depend on outside sources for infor-
mation, there is something wrong. We should get our
news promptly through the movement's own channels.
The fact that so many outside publications are coming

out and bringing worthwhile news at the right time
shows that we are weak in communications.

Another manager interviewed in the magazine article com-

plained that association newsletters presented only the good

news, and a third cited the "need for carefully interpreted

information based on the assumption that the reader knows

next to nothing about the topic under consideration and that

he has a very limited time for reading." That manager urged

"a single publication that presents all news concisely and

impartially (2, p. 10).

Two surveys have been conducted by state credit union

leagues on readership of the league publications; neither survey

attempted to gauge reading of other publications. A survey

prepared for the Texas Credit Union League on its two publi-

cations revealed that 78 percent of the respondents considered

the League's efforts in communications good and 22 percent

considered the efforts excellent. A survey by the California

Credit Union League on readership of its Digest Quarterly

showed ratings of excellent to good primarily. Respondents

generally read all or most of it, including advertising, and

most considered it well designed and well-rounded in its pre-

sentation, according to information provided as secondary

research for the Texas Credit Union League's 1976 survey (4).
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Methodology

A questionnaire was mailed to managers of all the 1,411

credit unions in Texas, utilizing the League's routine mailing

system. A letter of explanation introduced the subject of the

questionnaire, and a reply envelope was enclosed. Based on

League experience with surveys of credit unions, the questionnaire

was anticipated to produce a 15 to 20 percent response rate.

The response was 17 percent, which is the same response percen-

tage experienced in the readership survey of the Texas Leaguer

and Management Memo prepared in 1976 for the Texas Credit Union

League (4). Following the initial mailing of this questionnaire,

the Management Memo carried a reminder in two of its subsequent

issues that managers were being urged to participate in the

survey.

Prior to the mailing, a pretest was conducted among twenty-

five managers selected from around the state. Twenty-four of

those responses were returned and were evaluated as to the ap-

propriateness of the questionnaire. These responses were incor-

porated into the final results, and those twenty-four managers

were instructed not to participate in the survey questionnaire.

As a result of the pretest, questions concerning the manager's sex,

salary, and the number of employees in the credit union were

eliminated from the questionnaire as irrelevant.

The local Chamber of Commerce publication was added to the

list of publications for study. A question asking the managers

to name the one most important type of information needed was

eliminated, after the pretest indicated managers could not

narrow the given choices to one or two most important areas of
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needed information, and several of the pretest participants

commented that the question was too difficult to answer as

presented. An open-ended question was added to the question-

naire, asking respondents to name the one or two publications

they most enjoyed. An additional choice was added to the

question concerning reasons respondents would want to discontinue

receiving any particular publications, that addition being

that the information duplicates other material received.

The questionnaire added a fifth response choice to a section

in which respondents were asked to indicate the value of specific

publications in specific areas, utilizing a range from always

to never. At the suggestion of two pretest participants, the

choice of half the time was inserted as an indicator to bridge

the range between usually and sometimes. In that section,

information about legislative matters was added to the question-

naire as one of the specific areas for indication of a pub-

lication's value.

Justification

This study attempted to fill part of what is apparently a

gap in the communication research field, that of studying a

combination of trade and independent publications in terms of

reader evaluation. Those who communicate to managers of financial

institutions and other organizations can find assistance in this

study by assessing the attributes that their readers and potential

readers consider important in a publication geared to the industry.

The study may point the way for some of the publications that
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receive lower ratings to restructure their formats or mailing

procedures to reflect the expressed needs and desires of readers.

The study may assist communicators in discerning unmet needs of

credit union managers so that publications might fill such needs.

Advertisers in these publications may find from the study the

most effective media for marketing their services and products to

targeted audiences. The study provides a suggested reading list

for credit union managers, in particular those new in the field

and those moving into larger, more diversified credit unions.

Definition of Terms

Credit union is a cooperative financial organization whose

members earn dividends on savings and obtain loans, and whose

policies and procedures are set by a member-elected board of

directors.

Field of membership is the common bond on which the credit

union's charter is established and to which the credit union's

services are limited. The membership field may be an employee

group, a geographic region, or an association, such as a church

or fraternal order.

Texas Credit Union League, the state trade association to

which credit unions may belong by paying dues, is administered by

a board of directors elected from among the member credit unions.

Credit Union National Association is the national trade assoc-

iation for credit unions, through membership in a state league.

Texas Credit Union Department is the regulatory agency for

state-chartered credit unions.

National Credit Union Administration is the regulatory agency

for federally chartered credit unions.
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CHAPTER II

RESULTS OF THE STUDY

Profile of the Respondents

Survey questionnaires were mailed to managers of all 1,411

credit unions in Texas. Two hundred forty of them (17 percent)

responded. Of the respondents, 109 (45 percent) manage credit

unions that have under $1,000,000 in assets. In the population,

833 (59 percent) of the credit unions fall into that category.

Fifty-two (22 percent) of the respondents manage credit unions

that have from $1,000,000 to $2,999,999 in assets. In the pop-

ulation, 171 (22 percent) of the credit unions fall into that

category. Thirty-seven (15 percent) of the respondents manage

credit unions that have from $3,000,000 to $10,000,000 in assets.

In the population, 151 (12 percent) of the credit unions fall

into that category. Forty-two (17.5 percent) of the respondents

manage credit unions that have more than $10,000,000 in assets.

In the population, 101 (7 percent) of the credit unions fall

into that category. (See Table I.)

TABLE I

DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS BY ASSET SIZE IN SURVEY
AND IN POPULATION BY PERCENTAGE

Asset Size

Under $1,000,000 $3,000,000 Above
Respondents 1,000,000 to $2,999,999 to $10,000,000 $10,000,000

In survey 45% 22% 15% 17.5%
In

population 59% 22% 12% 7 %

12
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Managers representing credit unions under $1,000,000 in

assets responded to the survey in smaller proportion than their

proportion in the population; managers of credit unions above

$10,000,000 in assets responded in greater proportion. The 101

credit unions in Texas with more than $10,000,000 in assets

account for 63 percent of the total assets held by the state's

1,411 credit unions.

The largest asset group had a higher response than the

other three asset groups from managers who are or were elected

officials of a credit union organization. Of all the respondents,

42 percent indicated they had served as an officer at the chapter

level, which is a regional League-sponsored division within the

state; at the state level, which is an elected position on the

League's board of directors; or at the national level, which

involves service to Credit Union National Association or to

several special interest groups for credit union personnel, such

as the Credit Union Executive Society.

Of the 101 respondents who have served as elected officials,

36 percent are in the asset group of more than $10,000,000;

within that asset group, 86 percent of the respondents are or

were elected officials. Twenty-three percent of the 101 respon-

dents are in the asset group of $3,000,000 to $10,000,000;

within that asset group, 62 percent of the respondents are or

were elected officials. Twenty-six percent of the 101 respon-

dents are in the asset group of $1,000,000 to $2,999,999;

within that asset group, 50 percent of the respondents are or

were elected officials. Sixteen percent of the 101 respondents

are in the asset group of less than $1,000,000 in assets; within

that group, 15 percent are or were elected officials.
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Field of Membership

The credit union field of membership is the common bond on

which the credit union's charter is established and the group to

which the credit union's services are limited. The field of

membership is predominantly an employee group. In Texas, emp-

loyee credit unions comprise 84 percent of all credit unions.

This group had 206 respondents, or 86 percent of the participants

in the survey. Residential credit unions, serving geographic

areas, comprise 3 percent of all Texas credit unions. This group

had six respondents, or 2.5 percent of the survey's participants.

Associational credit unions, formed with organizations such as

churches and fraternal orders as sponsors, comprise 13 percent

of all Texas credit unions. This group had twenty-eight respon-

dents, or 9 percent of the survey's participants.

Age and Experience

The distribution of age among the survey participants is

as follows: 'Eighty-eight (37 percent) of the respondents are

over 50; sixty-six (27.5 percent) are 41 to 50; sixty-four (27

percent) are 30 to 40; and twenty-two (9 percent) and under 30.

The distribution of experience among the survey participants

is as follows: 115 (48 percent) have more than ten years of ex-

perience; fifty-four (22.5 percent) have five to ten years of

experience; fifty-nine (24.5 percent) have from one to four years

of experience; and twelve (5 percent) have less than one year of

experience.

The following four tables indicate the distribution of age

and experience within the four asset groups under consideration.
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TABLE II

DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS
UNDER $1,000,000

BY AGE AND EXPERIENCE
IN ASSETS

Number of Respondents

Experience Under 30 1-40 41-50 Over 50

Under 1 year 4 5 2 0

1-4 years 8 13 8 6

5-10 years 1 9 3 8

Over 10 years 0 3 14 25

Total 13 30 27 39

TABLE III

DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS BY AGE AND EXPERIENCE
$1,000,000 TO $2,999,999 IN ASSETS

Number of Respondents

ExperienceUnder 30 31-40 41-50 Over 50
Under year 0 0 0 0

1-4 years 2 3 3 1

5-10 years 3 5 4 5

Over 10 years 0 6 7 13

Total 5 14 14 19

TABLE IV

DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS BY AGE AND EXPERIENCE
$3,000,000 TO $10,000,000 IN ASSETS

Number of Respondents

Age
Experience Under 30 31-40- 41-50 Over 50

UnderlI year 0 0 0 0

1-4 years 1 3 1 2

5-10 years 2 4 3 3

Over 10 years 0 3 8 7

Total 3 10 12 12
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TABLE V

DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS BY AGE AND EXPERIENCE
AROVE $10,00,0000 IN ASSETS

Number of Respondents
Age

Experience Under 30 31-40 41-50 Over 50
Under year 0 0 0 1

1-4years 1 5 2 0

5-10 years 0 3 0 1

Over 10 years 0 2 11 16
Total 1 10 13 18

The numbers in the four preceding tables would tend to indicate

that advancement in age or experience does not necessarily equate

with management of larger credit unions. However, when these

numbers are compared in terms of percentages within each of the

four asset groips, a pattern of advancement into larger credit

unions with experience does emerge. (See Table VI.)

TABLE VI

DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS BY ASSET SIZE
AND EXPERIENCE, BY PERCENTAGE

AssetSize

Under $1,000,000- $3,000,000- Above
Experience $1,000,000 $2,999,999 $10,000,000 $10,000,000

Less than 5
years 42% 17% 19% 21%

5-10 years 19% 33% 32% 10%

Over 10 years 39% 50% 49% 69%
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Table VI shows that there are slightly more than double

the percentage of respondents with less than five years of exper-

ience who are in the largest asset group as there are respondents

in that asset group with five to ten years of experience. There

are almost as many respondents, based on the percentage figures,

with more than ten years of experience in the smallest asset group

as there are respondents in that asset group with less than five

years of experience. Otherwise, the highest percentage of res-

pondents with less than five years of experience are in the

smallest asset group, the highest percentage of respondents with

five to ten years of experience are in the mid-range asset groups,

and the highest percentage of respondents with more than ten years

of experience are in the largest asset group.

League Affiliation

Ninety-four percent of the state's 1,411 credit unions are

members of the Texas Credit Union League; their dues entitle

them to certain services, to a subscription to the Texas Leaguer

newsletter, and to representation on the board of directors and

at the annual membership meeting. Of the ninety-one nonaffiliated

credit unions in Texas, seven (3 percent) are represented in this

survey.

Distribution of Publications

Survey participants listed seventy-four publications received.

Twenty-two of those publications were specifically listed on the

questionnaire, and respondents were asked to place a check beside

the ones they receive. The other fifty-two publications were

listed by respondents as part of an open-ended question asking

for other job-related publications received. (See Appendix A.)
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Respondents were asked to list any newspapers that they receive.

Seventy-eight respondents listed a total of 190 newspapers,

including local and/or the daily newspapers of major cities,

(See Appendix B.) The Dallas Morning News appears to be the

favorite second newspaper for North Texas area credit unions;

the Houston Post and the Houston Chronicle, for Southeast Texas.

However, fewer than 5 percent of credit union managers outside

the general area of larger cities subscribe to one of the major

daily newspapers.

Because of the sheer volume of publications that a credit

union might receive, the list of twenty-two publications specified

on the questionnaire -was intended to be representative of the

various types of publications, especially those produced by

Credit Union National Association, independent publishers in the

credit union field, and banking and general business publications.

For the fifty-two other publications listed by respondents in the

open-ended portion of the question, the publication receiving the

highest response was Kiplinger's Washington Newsletter. It

received 16 responses, compared with six or fewer for each of

the other fifty-one listed. The number of subscriptions to these

other publications should not-necessarily be consideredas an

accurate reflection. For example, Profile is a publication mailed

to the majority of Texas credit unions in connection with mem-

bership in Southwest Corporate Federal Credit Union, a central

depository and lending facility for credit unions. Yet only

three respondents listed Profile under other publications.- As

other examples, no respondents listed receipt of the independent

weekly newsletter, Credit Union Commentary, and six listed
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receipt of Credit Union President, a publication of Credit Union

National Association that is similar in format to that organ-

ization's Credit Union Manager, which is included among the

twenty-two publications specifically listed on the questionnaire.

Therefore, even though data collected on any publications other

than the specific twenty-two is insignificant, these other pub-

lications might be compared with more substantial data collected

on those among the twenty-two that are similar in content and

format to others to draw conclusions about the value of a par-

ticular type of publication.

Mean Number of Subscriptions

For all respondents, the mean number of publications received

by a credit union manager is ten. The mode is six and the median

is eleven, within a range of four to twenty-five. For credit

unions with less than $1,000,000 in assets, the mean, mode, and

median number of publications received is six, within a range of

fdurtdb twenty-five. For credit unions with $1,000,000 to

$2,999,999 in assets, the mean is nine, the mode is nine, and

the median is seven, within a range of five to sixteen. For

credit unions with $3,000,000 to $10,000,000 in assets, the mean

is twelve, the mode is seven, and the median is eleven, within a

range of six to twenty-one. For credit unions with over $10,000,000

in assets, the mean is fifteen, the mode is fourteen, and the

median is fourteen, within a range of six to twenty-five (see

Table VII).
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TABLE VII

NUMBER OF SUBSCRIPTIONS
BY ASSET SIZE

Asset size Range Mean Mode Median

Under
$1,000,000 4-25 6 6 6

$1,000,000-
$2,999,999 5-16 9 9 7

$3,000,000-
$10,000,000 6-21 12 7 11

Over

$10,000,000 6-25 15 14 14

As the credit union asset size increases, therefore, the

number of publications a manager receives generally increases.

Subscription distribution b age and experience. -- To

determine if age or experience, regardless of the asset size of

the credit union, influences the number of publications a manager

receives, these two variables were each compared for number of

publication subscriptions. TablefVIII and Table IX show that

comparison.

TABLE VIII

NUMBER OF SUBSCRIPTIONS
BY EXPERIENCE

Experience Range Mean Mode Median

Under 5 years 4-16 6 4 9

5-10 years 4-20 11 6 10

Over 10 years 4-25 11 12 12
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TABLE IX

NUMBER OF SUBSCRIPTIONS
COMPARED BY AGE

Age Range Mean Mode Median

40 and under 4-22 10 11 10

41-50 4-24 11 15 12

Over 50 5-25 11 8 9

The number of publications received tends to increase with

years of experience. However, respondents who are 41 to 50 years

old receive more publications than other age groups when the

mode and median figures are compared. A more meaningful determi-

nation of the influence of age and experience on number of pub-

lications received is achieved by comparing the two variables

within the four asset groups (see Tables X and XI).

TABLE X

MEAN NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS COMPARED
BY EXPERIENCE WITHIN ASSET GROUPS

Asset size Less than 5 years 5-10 years Over 10 years

Under
$1,000,000 6 6 7

$1,000,000-, 7 11 10
$2,999,000

$3,000,000-
$10 00,00 10 11 12

Over
$10,000,000 11 14 15

Although Table VIII showed that increase in experience

among total respondents tends to reflect an increase in the num-

ber of publications received, Table X shows that this increase
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is more likely to be influenced by the asset size of the credit

union. The increase in number of publications received is

sharpest from the smallest to the larger asset groups, and, at

the same time, within any given asset group, those with more

experience receive more publications. But the number of pub-

lications received by those with more than ten years of experience

more than doubles from the smallest to the largest asset group,

and respondents in the largest asset group who have fewer than

five years of experience receive 36 percent more publications

than those with more than ten years of experience who are in the

smallest asset group.

TABLE XI

MEAN NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS COMPARED
BY AGE WITHIN ASSET GROUPS

Asset Age 40
size and under 41-50 Over 50

Under $1,000,000 6 6 7

$1,000,000-$2,999,999 9 10 9

$3,000,000-$10,O00,00 _ 12 12 11

Over $10,000,000 12 15 15

Table IX showed that the mean number of publications was

ten for all respondents of age 40 and under, and was eleven for

all respondents in the 41 to 50 age range and for those over 50.

Table XI reveals that the means drop from the overall mean for

each age group within the two smaller asset groups, and the means

increase from the overall mean for each age group within the two

larger asset groups. Asset size, therefore, is seen as a more>

useful variable than age or experience for comparing results of

this survey.
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Subscription comparison 6f fields of membership. 
-- The

smaller member groups of residential and associational 
common

bonds were compared with employee member groups to determine

significant differences in number of publications 
received.

All but one of the residential credit union managers, 
and all

of the associational credit union managers, fell into smaller

asset groups and received subscriptions in numbers similar 
to

their employee group counterparts in the same asset ranges.

Effect of League affiliation on subscriptions. -- Only one

nonaffiliated response was in a larger asset group; the number

of publications that respondent received, 
six, corresponded to

the mean for the smallest asset group. Other nonaffiliated

respondents were in the smaller asset groups, 
and the number of

subscriptions corresponded to the asset group's mean. However,

with only one respondent outside the smaller asset categories,

no conclusions can be drawn that nonaffiliated credit unions

receive fewer publications.

Subscriptions for credit union officials. -- The fact that

a respondent is or has been in an elected position in the credit

union movement tends to equate with a larger number of publications

received than respondents who have not served in such capacities.

As in other comparisons, the variance between the two groups

increases with the asset size of the credit unions they represent.

(See Table XII.)
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TABLE XII

PUBLICATION DISTRIBUTION FOR OFFICIALS
BY ASSET SIZE

Median Number of Publications

Past/Present

Asset Size Officials Nonofficials

Under $1,000,000 7 6

$1,000,000 to $2,999,999 9 9

$3,000,000 to $10,000,000 14 7

Above $10,000,000 15 11

Those who are or were officials in the largest asset group

receive 53 percent more publications than present or past officials

in the smallest asset group. Nonofficials in the largest asset

group receive 45 percent more publications than nonofficials in

the smallest asset group. Asset size, therefore, may be con-

sidered the more useful variable in making comparisons for this

study.

Amount of Time Devoted to Reading

Job-Related Publications

The fact that a credit union manager receives publications

does not necessarily imply that all the publications are read

thoroughly, especially if the manager has not paid to receive

them.

The survey asked managers to estimate the amount of time

per week they spend reading job-related publications; the question

provided choices of less than 5 percent, 5 percent, 10 percent,

20 percent, 25 percent, and 30 percent or more. Of the 240 res-

pondents, sixty-two (26 percent) said they read 5 percent of the

time. Sixty-one (25 percent) said they read less than 5 percent
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of the time. Sixty (25 percent) said they read 10 percent of

the time. Thirty-six (15 percent) said they read 20 percent

of the time. Thirteen (5 percent) said they read 25 percent

of the time. Eight (3 percent) said they read 30 percent or

more of the time. (See Figure 1).

Percentage
of

respondents

2.5%

20

15

10

5

Percentage Less 5 10 20 25 30%/

of time than or

reading 5 more

Fig. 1--Amount of time spent per week reading job-related

publications.

When compared by asset sizes, the highest proportion in

the smallest asset size falls into 5 percent and less reading

time, and the other three asset categories fall into the 10 to

20 percent range for reading time. (See Figure 2).

Other Variables Affecting Reading Time

Reading time of respondents was compared based on the

variables of age, experience, field of membership, League af-

filiation, and the respondent's position as a past or present

credit union organization official. Other than asset size, the

only other variable that showed any pattern that deviated from

asset size findings was whether the respondent is or was an
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Percentage of
respondents

40%

35

30

25

20

15

10

5

Percentage Less 5 10 20 25 30%

of time than or
reading 5 more

a. Under $1,000,000 c. $3,000,000 to $10,000,000
b. $1,000,000 to $2,999,999 d. Above $10,000,000

Fig. 2--Amount of time per week spent reading job-related
publications, by asset size.

elected official within a credit union organization. The largest

percentage of nonofficials (32 percent) indicated they read

less than 5 percent of the time. Seventeen percent of officials

read less than 5 percent of the time. The largest percentage of

officials (27 percent) indicated they read 10 percent of the time.

Twenty-four percent of nonofficials read 10 percent of the time.

Twenty-two percent of officials and 29 percent of nonofficials

indicated they read 5 percent of the time. Twenty-two percent

of officials and 10 percent of nonofficials indicated they read

20 percent of the time. Five percent of officials and 6 percent
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of nonofficials indicated they read 25 percent of the time.

Eight percent of officials and no nonofficials indicated they

read 30 percent or more of the time.

Respondents with five years or less experience indicated

they read 5 percent or less of the time. Those with more than

five years of experience indicated they read 10 percent or more

of the time. Respondents over age 40 indicated they read 10

percent or more of the time. Nonaffiliated respondents indicated

they read 5 percent or less of the time. Residential credit

union respondents indicated they read 5 percent or less of the

time. Thirty-two percent of associational credit union respon-

dents indicated they read 10 percent of the time; the second

largest proportion of associational credit union respondents

(21 percent) indicated they read less than 5 percent of the time.

Readership of Individual Publications

Respondents were asked to indicate how much of each publi-

cation they read by marking all, 3/4, 1/2, 1/4, or none. Because

readership of a two-page newsletter could not be fairly compared

to readership of a large newspaper or magazine in terms of number

of articles read, Table XIII groups the publications from smallest

to largest. Percentages of respondents are based on total res-

pondents in each asset group, although not all respondents answered

all questions. A nonanswer, and similarly nonreceipt of a pub-

lication, was assumed an indication that the respondent does not

consider the publication of value.
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TABLE XIII

DEGREE TO WHICH INDIVIDUAL
PUBLICATIONS ARE READ

Percentage of Respondents by Asset Size

Under Sl,000,000-$3,000 ,O00- Above

$1,000,00Q $2,999,999 $10,000,000 $10,000,000

3/4- 1/4- 3/4- 1/4- 3/4- 1/4- 3/4- 1/4-
Publication All 1/2 All 1/2 All 1/2 11- 1/2

Management Memo 76 10 81 6 95 1 3 8

Capital Communiqu8WW 15 77 -j-'- 86 Y3 7 10
0 I -

*Texas Commissioner s
**Credit Union Statistics

6 7 u i1

I no 1 348 42A 2Q I WIn33 1

Texas-Leaguer ~ - 65-1717 1TT -T-K T4 1 9-0 7

CUIS 9 3 10 12 43 5 497

Point ofOrder 0 i i1 2t 0 0 0 17~

Law &Credit Union -1 2 6 0 -4i7 5-0 0

Texas Finance Report 1 2O-0 0 -3 T T

***Other publications 2 I :3 2

Bankers Research 1 1 2 10 8 3 5 5

Credit Union Manager 8 6 13 13 30 5 39 7

Chamber of Commerce 3 1 8 8 14 8 17 17

Local newspaper 13 13 31 7 32 27 29 37

American Banker 0 0 0 0 5 8 12 22

Wall Street Journal 5 9 10 17 16 46 17 63

imensions 24 40 15 38 22 38 22 46

Credit Union Magazine 25 24 46 31 57 32 53 45

Credit Union Executive 6 6 20 19 ~4~4 22 54

Credit Union Managenent 0 5 23 10 1 3 34 .20

Busiss Week T 3 4 2 3 T 7 24

U. S. News & World Report 3 8 8 4 117 6 5 2

Texas Business 1 3 0 2 0 5 2 5

Nation's Business T 2 4 6T 27 1 22

*Percentages based on state chartered credit unions only; distri-
bution totals for asset groups, reading left to right, 43, 29, 16, 24.

**Percentages based on federal chartered credit unions; distribution
totals for asset groups, reading left to right, 36, 22, 19, 25.

***Includes 18 total responses on Kiplinger Letter, Research Insti-

tute, Credit Union President, First Friday, Fortune, American Income
Life newsletter.

4

83 . v / j 4
- I

75
14 Du 4+0 44 4V

2
. a 2

4 3j
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In all asset sizes, respondents read more of the publi-

cations produced by credit union organizations than independent

publications. Of the credit union publications, readership is

higher for those that are received free, with the exceptions of

Credit Union Statistics and Dimensions.

The Utility Theory

As Davison, Boylan and Yu noted, business leaders of

necessity tend to read more publications with which they may

disagree than does the general population. For each publication

that they receive, respondents were asked to state whether they

always, usually, half the time, sometimes, or never agree with

the views of the credit union function presented by the publi-

cation. Responses to the question were low, particularly for

independent and general business publications that are not re-

ceived by a large number of credit unions. Results indicate that

respondents do not necessarily always agree with articles that

are printed in independent publications, nor in trade association

publications that might be expected to produce general philoso-

phical agreement. They are reading thoroughly such publications

as Texas Leaguer and Credit Union Magazine, but they are apparently

taking issue at times with articles that are in the publications.

This response is indicative of all asset groups.

Although respondents do tend to agree with credit union

publications more often than not, the number of respondents who

answered always or usually on agreement was not particularly

high as compared to those who answered sometimes or half the time.
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For the Texas Leaguer, for example, ninety-five of the respondents

said the publication always or usually agrees with their own

views of the credit union function, and eighty-two said the pub-

lication agrees with their views only up to half the time. For

the Credit Union Magazine, seventy-eight respondents said it

always or usually agrees with their own views of the credit 
union

function, and seventy-three said it agrees with their views only

up to half the time. For CUIS, as an example of an independent

publication of opinion in the credit union field, 49 percent of

the respondents in the largest asset group said they read three-

fourths to all of the publication, yet, of twenty-five who res-

ponded to the question on agreement with CUIS's views, sixteen

said they agree with it only up to half the time.

Information Deficiencies

The questionnaire asked respondents to note specific areas

in which they were not receiving information they needed. The

areas listed. on the questionnaire were regulations, finance,

government, operations, activities of other credit unions, and

changes affecting their members. A space was provided for res-

pondents to name other areas in which information was lacking;

response to this open-ended part of the question was minimal,

however. (See Appendix C.) Additionally, the questionnaire

asked how and by whom the information should be supplied, and

at what periodicity.
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Just over half the respondents, 122 (51 percent) said they

are not receiving information they need in particular areas.

Thirty-six (30 percent) of that group said they need fore

information on operations. Of the thirty-six, seventeen are

in credit unions under $1,000,000 in assets, eight are in credit

unions of $1,000,000 to $2,999,999 in assets, nine are in credit

unions of $3,000,000 to $10,000,000 in assets, and three are in

credit unions above $10,000,000 in assets.

Twenty-six (21 percent) of that group said they need

more information on regulations. Of the twenty-six, nine are

in credit unions under $1,000,000 in assets, five are in credit

unions of $1,000,000 to $2,999,999 in assets, six are in credit

unions of $3,000,000 to $10,000,000 in assets, and six are in

credit unions above $10,000,000 in assets.

Nineteen (16 percent) of that group said they needmore

information on changes that affect their members. Of the nine-

teen, ten are in credit unions under $1,000,000 in assets, four

are in credit unions of $1,000,000 to $2,999,999 in assets, and

five are in credit unions of $3,000,000 to $10,000 in assets.

Fifteen (12 percent) of that group said they need 'more

information on activities about other credit unions. Of the

fifteen, six are in credit unions under $1,000,000 in assets,

two are in credit unions of $1,000,000 to $2,999,999 in assets,

four are in credit unions of $3,000,000 to $10,000,000 in assets,

and three are in credit unions above $10,000,000 in assets.

Fifteen (12 percent) of that group said they need moe

information on finance. Of the fifteen, four are in credit

unions under $1,000,000 in assets, five are in credit unions of
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$1,000,000 to $2,999,999 in assets, four are in credit unions

of $3,000,000 to $10,000,000 in assets, and two are in credit

unions above $10,000,000 in assets.

Ten (8 percent) of that group said they need more infor-

mation on government activities. Of the ten, two are in credit

unions under $1,000,000 in assets, two are in credit unions of

$1,000,000 to $2,999,999 in assets, three are in credit unions

of $3,000,000 to $10,000,000 in assets, and three are in credit

unions above $10,000,000 in assets.

Experience in the credit union field does not necessarily

equate with being able to find needed information in the var-

iety of publications available. or example, sixteen of the

twenty-six respondents who cited a need for more information on

regulations had more than ten years of experience. Seven of

the fifteen respondents who cited a need for more information

on finance had more than ten years of experience.

League Should Supply Information

Respondents who indicated areas of informational need were

asked whether the information should be provided by the Texas

Credit Union League, the Credit Union National Association, the

regulatory agencies, or an independent source. Sixty-eight

(56 percent) of the 122 who indicated areas of informational

need said the League should provide the information. Twenty-

seven percent said the regulatory agencies should provide the

information, 23 percent said the Credit Union National Associ-

ation should provide the information, and 2 percent said an

independent source should provide the information.
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These respondents said an existing publication, rather

than new ones, should provide the information they need.

Only twelve (10 percent) of those who indicated areas of

informational need said that a new publication should provide

the information. Of the 122 who indicated areas of informa-

tional need, twenty-seven (22 percent) said they would like to

receive the information on a weekly basis. Thirteen (11 percent)

said they would like to receive the information every other

week. Eleven (9 percent) said they would like to receive the

information "as needed" or "as available." Eight (7 percent)

said they would like to receive the information on a monthly

basis. Three (2 percent) said they would like to receive the

information on a quarterly basis.

Preferences to Discontinue Publications

Respondents were asked if they would like to discontinue

any publications. Twenty-seven (11 percent) said they would

like to discontinue Dimensions. Five (2 percent) said they would

like to discontinue Capital Communique. Four (2 percent) said

they would like to discontinue Management Memo. Seventeen of

those who said they would like to discontinue Dimensions indi-

cated it is not relevant to their needs. Six indicated it

duplicates other information received. Those who said they would

like to discontinue Capital Communique and Management Memo

indicated the newsletters have duplicated information and

are outdated with their information. A total of sixty responses

were given to the question of discontinuing publications. All

except the above three received one to three responses each.

(See Appendix zD.) Five of the publications receiving one
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to three responses each are sent at no charge to the credit

union by a credit union organization. The respondent's local

Chamber of Commerce publication, which received two responses

as wanting to discontinue, may or may not be by subscription.

Twelve other publications that respondents named are received

by paid subscription. The questionnaire did not provide for

determining why respondents did not simply cancel subscriptions

to publications they pay for but do not want.

Changing Publication Formats

Although respondents generally would not prefer to discon-

tinue the material they receive, they do tend to prefer a dif-

ferent format from the Texas League and the Credit Union National

Association. Sixty percent of the respondents would prefer

just one League publication. Of those 134 respondents, 51 per-

cent would like to receive it weekly, 25 percent would like to

receive it every two weeks, and 19 percent would prefer to

receive it monthly. The remainder cited other frequencies,

either quarterly or as needed. Of the 134 respondents, 84 per-

cent would like the one League publication to contain a combi-

nation of regulatory information and information about general

credit union activity and League services. If the League were

to make this format change, Management Memo and Texas Leaguer

would become a single weekly publication.

Sixty-two percent of the respondents would prefer just one

publication from the Credit Union National Association, con-

taining a combination of regulatory information and general

information. Approximately one-third of those respondents

would like to receive such a publication weekly, approximately
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one-third would like to receive it every two weeks, and approx-

imately one-third would like to receive it monthly. Such a

format change would involve merging three newsletters, Capital

Communique, Credit Union Manager, and Credit Union President,

and three magazines, Credit Union Magazine, Credit Union Exec-

utive, and Dimensions.

Most Useful Publications

In raising the possibility of combining two or more pub-

lications into one, respondents are not implying that the

information itself is not valid. The survey results showed

that, even in separate publications, the information provided

by the League and the Credit Union National Association is the

most useful received. In an open-ended question, respondents

were asked to name the one or two publications they consider

most useful and were asked to explain briefly their choices.

(See Appendix E.) Brevity in presentation was among the reasons

most often cited.

The publications receiving the highest responses to the

open-ended question of usefulness were Management Memo (48 per-

cent), Capital Communique (37 percent), Texas Commissioner's

Newsletter (29 percent of state chartered credit unions),

Credit Union Magazine (19 percent), Texas Leaguer (16 percent),

and Wall Street Journal (15 percent).

The ranking of publications according to usefulness changes

when responses are considered by asset size. Respondents in

credit unions above $10,000,000 rata1Wall Street Journal first,

Texas Commissioner's Newsletter second, \Capital Communique and
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Credit Union Magazine third, Management Memo fourth, Credit

Union Executive fifth, and CUIS and Texas Leaguer sixth.

Respondents in credit unions of $3,000,000 to $10,000,000

ratedManagement Memo first, Capital Communique second, Credit

Union Magazine and Wall Street Journal third, Texas 
Commissioner's

Newsletter fourth, Texas Leaguer, Credit Union Executive, and

Credit Union Management fifth, and Credit Union Manager and CUIS

sixth.

Respondents in credit unions of $1,000,000 to $2,999,999

rated publications' usefulness in the same order as the ranking

overall. Respondents in credit unions under $1,000,000 rated

publications' usefulness in the same order as the ranking overall,

with the exception of Texas Leaguer, which received a higher

response than Credit Union Magazine .

A Second Measure of Usefulness

In another part of the questionnaire, the term "useful in

my job" was included in a list of statements regarding 
publi-

cation content and utilization, whereby respondents were 
asked

to choose an answer of always, usually, about half the time,

sometimes, or never, beside each publication they receive. The

answers given cause the rankings to change from those given in

the open-ended question on usefulness. This change may be

caused by the placement of the publication and statement in

context with other statements and publications. (See Table XIV.).
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TABLE XIV

PUBLICATIONS' USEFULNESS

Percentage sof Respondents by Asset Size

$1,000,000- $3,000,000-
$2,999,999 $10,000,000
Degree

W, Cl

U)r-

pf

Cd

0l

Usefulness

0

SH

rci)
4J)

CdH

H

4-J

P4)

I Under
$i 1000,000

Publication

0

HCO

Cii Ci
OH

4-J

P4)

::)J

Above
$10,000,000

0

P-1)
cdcd
T-4H

H-

OH4
Cd Q

Management Memo 69 17 81 12 78 14 83 15

Capital Communique 60 22 83 8 70 11 83 7
-7~i /i *1n7 1 1-1 1 1:

*Texas Commissioner

**Cr. Un. Statistics

77

286

14 '35

2 / T. ~2 32 An0

Texas Leaguer 50 27 50 31 43 43 54 44

Cr. Un. Magazine 32 17 65 15 59 27 73 24

Dimensions 17 39 12 35 8 38 12 44

Wall St. Journal 11 3 17 12 46 14 63 22

Cr. Un. Manager 9 3 23 6 30 1 41 1

Cr. Un. Executive 8 2 33 19 49 14 68 28

Cr. Un. Management 3 2 19 12 27 11 46 12

CUIS 4 8 12 10 3W 8 37 27

US News&World ;Report 47 7 4 13 16 11 7 22

Chamber of Commerce 0 4 1 10 1 11 5 32

Local newspaper 5 19 4 33 8 46 15 51

Law&Credit Union I 27 4147 11

American Banker 0 0 0 0 11 5 17 27

Bankers Research 1 2 6 11 1 0

Business Week 2 3 6 1 1 19 17 2C

Nation's Business 3 1 1 8 1 11 5 le

Texas Finance Report 7 0 0 1 0 1 5 12

Point of Order 1 1 010 1(

*Based on respondents
**Based on respondents

of state chartered credit unions.
of federal chartered credit unions.

32 z

I III

7/ I I1/
I

13 67 11
37 / 32 L zo ) z
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Other publications had less than a 10 percent response

in any of the asset groups for any of the choices of degree

of usefulness. The response was low among those who specifically

stated that any publications were never useful. The largest

number of respondents, thirty (13 percent) said that Dimensions

was never useful. That figure is close to the 11 percent of

respondents who said they would like to discontinue receiving

Dimensions. Nine respondents said that Texas Leaguer was never

useful. Two respondents said that Management Memo was never

useful, and two said that Capital Communique was never useful.

If all publications have some degree of usefulness to most

readers, several measures can be used to determine in what ways

the publications are useful. Respondents were asked to choose

an answer of always, usually, about half the time, sometimes, or

never in nine specific areas that would indicate the publications'

value. The areas selected were not intended to imply that all

publications have the purpose of supplying information in all

the areas; some are specifically oriented to certain areas,

such as reporting on regulations. A high percentile ranking for

a given publication in one area may contrast to a low ranking

for the same publication in another area. That ranking, however,

does not necessarily cloud a publication's stated purpose or

audience. The intent of the study was to assess credit union

managers' estimation of a publication's worth, not to critique

the content worth of a publication in relation to its objectives.

Publications That Are Saved

One indication of a publication's value is whether it is

saved in whole or part for future reference. Table XV shows

the results of this survey question.
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TABLE XV

DEGREE TO WHICH PUBLICATIONS ARE SAVED

Percentage of Respondents by Asset Size.......

Under $1,000,000- $3,000,000- Above
$1,000,000 $2,999,999 $10,000,000 $10,000,000

p -4 p H p
0 0 r-4 0 r-I4 0 r_4
oI - 4 TAO r4 roc *- -CO r-

r-O r O rlO

CW 4J CdCd 4-) cCd W 4- C C J
0 0i) ;j ci) 0 : (1c) ;:j c()

Publication W P4tr 4t o r4 P.04 -4

Management Memo 67 22 75 15 68 19 56 29

CG. Communique 60 27 75 15 57 22 59 27

*Tex. Commission. 75 8 77 13 89 1 71 17
**C.U. Statistics 31 22 36 18 53 10 52 12

Texas Leaguer 49 26 40 38 41 32 59 27

C.U. Magazine 31 21 71 12 65 19 76 5

Dimensions 28 28 15 19 11 30 15 29

Wall St. Jourml 4 8 8 775 11 32 22 37

C.U. Manager 5 7 27 4 27 8 39 7

C.U. Executive 8 5 40 12 51 11 73 10

C.U. Management 2 3 31 1 27 11 41 12

CUIS 2 7 6 13 24 14 46 17

US News&World 3 68 1 19 1 10

ChamberCommerce 1 1 0 10 1 7TT8 10 10

Local newspaper 17 17 4 25 5 27 5 32

Law&Credit Un. 0 0 1 1 11 5 12 0

American Banker 0 0 0 0 0 5 12 22

Business Week V 74 1 1 14 5 15

Point of Order 0 0 0 1 0 2 12 7

*Based on respondents
**Based on respondents

of state chartered credit unions
of federal chartered credit unions
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Other publications received less than a 10 percent res-

ponse among any of the asset groups for any of the choices of

degree to which a publication is saved. Texas Commissioner's

Newsletter is the newsletter most often saved for reference in

all asset groups, followed by Capital Communique in the largest

asset group and Management Memo in two other of the asset groups.

In the $1,000,000 to $2,999,999 asset group, Management Memo

and Capital Communique received the same percentage of responses

for being saved usually or always.

In the largest asset group, Credit Union Magazine and

Credit Union Executive magazine are saved more than Texas Com-

missioner's Newsletter. In the $3,000,000 to $10,000,000 asset

group, Credit Union Magazine is saved more than Capital Com-

munique.

Secondary Readership

Another indication of a publication's value is its cir-

culation from primary recipient to others. Survey participants

were asked to indicate to what degree publications are routed

to staff members and/or to members of the board of directors

by choosing an answer of always, usually, about half the time,

sometimes or never for each publication they receive. The

survey did not attempt to gauge whether the publications are

actually read by second recipients, but only whether the manager

considered them important enough to route to others.

Table XVI shows the results of this question in terms of

percentage of respondents within each asset group.
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TABLE XVI

DEGREE TO WHICH PUBLICATIONS ARE ROUTED
TO STAFF AND/OR BOARD MEMBERS

IPercentage of Respondents by Asset Size
Under $1,000,000 $3,000,000- Above

$1,000,000 $2,999,999 $10,000,000 $10,000,000
p m4-4 28 37 424-41P 4-4
0 r-2 0 r 4 0 - 0 r

V-4 rOH r r:3H rH r0

** . Statistics 28 11 32 14 32 32 12 28

Texas Leaguer 54 19 60 23 78 11 73 15

C.U. Magazine 17 21 27 37 57 247 73 15

Dimensions 15 20 W 17 4 19 22 27

Wall S t .DJournal 3 4 6 10 11 27 29 37

C.U. Manager T32 W 12 16 19 17 22

CU. Executive 2 3 12 19 16 3034

C.U. Management 3 1 2 12 16 192

CTS 1 5 8 6 12 22 32 17

US NeMs&Worid 0 2 2 10 0 16 5 10

ChamberCommerce -2 0 0 6 0 5 10 12

~LoctalnewsJpner T 6 6 2- 3 19720

L w5Cedit1Un. 1 1 2 6 11 10 0

American Banker 0 W 0 3 5 24 10

Business Week 1 2 0 0 0 11 10 17

Point of Order 1 1 0 74 0 0 1T2 5

*Based on respondents of
**Based on respondents of

state chartered credit unions.
federal chartered credit unions.
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Other publications received less than a 10 percent res-

ponse among any of the asset groups for any of the choices of

the degree to which a publication is routed for secondary

readership. Texas Leaguer is the publication most often routed.

In the largest asset group, Texas Leaguer and Credit Union

Magazine received an equal number of responses. The mail

distribution system for Texas Leaguer may account for its

secondary circulation. Three of the newsletters are mailed to

each credit union, one is mailed to the manager's home, and one

is mailed to the board chairman's home. Because additional

copies are received, circulation among staff and board members

may be more easily facilitated than for publications of which

only one copy is received.

Information on Regulations
and Legislation

Laws and regulations at the state and federal level affect

virtually every aspect of a credit union's operations. Both

the Texas Credit Union League and the Credit Union National

Association have special departments, the sole purpose of which

is to maintain a liaison with legislators and regulators and to

keep credit unions informed of legislative and regulatory

proposals and changes. Survey respondents were asked to indi-

cate the degree to which publications are informative in these

areas of regulations and legislation by choosing an answer of

always, usually, about half the time, sometimes, or never for

each publication they receive.

Overwhelmingly, respondents favored Texas Commissioner' s

Newsletter, Management Memo, and Capital Communique over other
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publications. No other publications exceeded the 50 percentile

ranking for being usually or always informative in these areas.

(See Table XVII.)

TABLE XVII

PRIMARY SOURCES OF INFORMATION
FOR REGULATIONS, LEGISLATION

Percentage of Respondents by Asset Size
Indicating Always-Usually Informative

Under $1,000,000- $3,000,000- Above
$1,000,000 $2,999,999 $10,000,000 $10,000,000

Regu- Legis- Regu- Legis- Regu- Legis- Regu- Legis-
lation nation lation lation lation lation lation lation

Texas
Commis- 86 79 83 72 81 81 96 71
sioner

Manage -
ment 78 78 56 86 78 65 73 56
Memo

Capital
Commun- 69 74 83 75 32 70 80 83
igue

Texas Leaguer followed these three publications in the

percentage of respondents who said it is usually or always

informative about regulations and legislation. Its percentile

ranking was between 40 and 50 in the four asset groups. Other

publications fell below a 40 percent response for being always

or usually informative in these two areas, with the exception

of the largest asset category, for which Credit Union Magazine

received a 49 percent response and CUIS received a 44 percent

response for being always or usually informative in the two

areas, and with the exception of the $1,000,000 to $2,999,999
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asset group, for which Credit Union Magazine received a 44

percent response for being always or usually informative about

regulations.

Fifty-nine percent of respondents in the largest asset

group said that Wall Street Journal is informative up to half

the time about regulations, and 44 percent of respondents in

that asset group said that Credit Union Executive is informative

up to half the time about regulations. Fifty-four percent of

respondents in the $3,000,000 to $10,000,000 asset group said

that Credit Union Magazine is informative up to half the time

about regulations, and 49 percent of that asset group said

that Capital Communique is informative up to half the time

about regulations.

News About Other Credit Unions

Only Texas Leaguer and Credit Union Magazine received

higher than a 50 percent response for being always or usually

informative about activities of other credit unions. Texas

Leaguer was considered always or usually informative about

other credit unions by 63 percent of respondents in the smallest

asset group, 58 percent of respondents in the $1,000,000 to

$2,999,999 asset group, 70 percent of respondents in the

$3,000,000 to $10,000,000 asset group, and 63 percent of res-

pondents in the largest asset group.

Credit Union Magazine was considered always or usually

informative about other credit unions by 32 percent of res-

pondents in the smallest asset group, 63 percent of respondents

in the $1,000,000 to $2,999,999 asset group, 65 percent of
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respondents in the $3,000,000 to $10,000,000 asset group, and

76 percent of respondents in the largest asset group. The 32

percent response in the smallest asset group for Credit Union

Magazine still places the publication second to Texas Leaguer

in number of responses for the asset group.

Fifty-four percent of respondents in the largest asset

group said that Texas Commissioner's Newsletter is informative

up to half the time about other credit unions. No other

publication received more than a 50 percent response for being

informative in this area up to half the time.

News of Other Financial Institutions

Responses to a question asking which publications provide

information about other financial institutions would seem to

indicate that credit union managers are not particular interested

in activities of banks, savings and loan associations, and

other financial organizations. Management Memo was the publi-

cation receiving the highest response to this question; 61 per-

cent of respondents in the largest asset group said it provides

such information up to half the time. Fifty-four percent of

the largest asset group's respondents said Wall Street Journal

usually or always provides such information, and the same per-

centage in that asset group said local newspapers provide such

information up to half the time. In the largest asset group,

51 percent of the respondents said such information is provided

up to half the time in Capital Communique, and the same percentage

said Credit Union Magazine and Credit Union Executive provide

such information up to half the time.
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In the $3,000,000 to $10,000,000 asset group, 54 percent

of the respondents said that Credit Union Magazine provides

information about other financial institutions up to half the

time, and 57 percent in that asset group said that Texas Leaguer

provides such information up to half the time. In the

$1,000,000 to $2,999,999 asset group, 55 percent of the res-

pondents said Texas Commissioner's Newsletter is informative

about other financial institutions up to half the time. No

other publication received more. than a 50 percent response.

Changes Affecting Members

On the assumption that credit union managers would need

to keep abreast of changes in the economic and social environ-

ment that affect their members, such as inflation and unem-

ployment trends, the questionnaire asked respondents to indi-

cate the publications that are useful to them in this area.

Changes in the way credit unions are regulated would also

ultimately affect the membership in terms of credit union ser-

vice, and responses seem to indicate that the question was

interpreted in this way more than in the area of outside in-

fluences, because the highest responses were given to publi-

cations within the credit union field that are oriented to

regulations rather than to consumer-oriented publications.

Texas Commissioner's Newsletter, Management Memo, and

Capital Communique received 50 percent to 71 percent response

rates in three asset groups for being always or usually infor-

mative about changes affecting members. Capital Communique

received a 46 percent response in the $3,000,000 to $10,000,000
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asset group for being always or usually informative in this

area. Fifty-one percent of respondents in the largest asset

group said that Credit Union Magazine is always or usually

informative in this area. Sixty-six percent of respondents

in the $1,000,000 to $2,999,999 asset group said the magazine

is informative in this area up to half the time. The only

other response greater than 50 percent was of respondents in

the $3,000,000 to $10,000,000 asset group, of which 59 percent

said that Texas Leaguer is informative about changes affecting

members up to half the time.

Timeliness of Information

A major concern of this study is to determine if credit

union managers are receiving needed information in a timely

manner, especially from credit union publications, none of

which are mailed more frequently than weekly. If they chose

to supply information specifically needed by credit unions,

the daily.media. would be able to provide such information more

efficiently than current credit union publications. Not all

information needed specifically by credit unions is, however,

supplied by mass media and general business sources. The

questionnaire asked respondents to indicate the degree of time-

liness of publications they receive by choosing an answer of

always, usually, about half the time, sometimes, or never.

Table XVIII shows the results of the responses for credit

union publications.
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TABLE XVIII

TIMELINESS OF CREDIT UNION PUBLICATIONS

Percentage of Respondents by Asset Size

Under $1,000,000- $3,000,000 Above
$1,000,000 $2,999,999 $10,000,000 $10,000,000

C oO Wo aW

0C_..Pg0i3 0 4 0 2 0 1
Cit4nJsinsa 25 2Cd1C34J 3C5 C4J

Publication Wr4P.4 Mr-A P4'CW -- 4 W "4-

Management Memo 77 9 85 8 84 8 8012

Cap. Communique 72 11 88 4 78 5 78 7
*Tex. Commissioner 88 5 -697-17 88 6 -- W

**,'CU. Statistics 33 17 32 32 37 32 28 24

Texas Leaguer 6-2 16 -65 15 70 22 66 27

C.U. Magazine 38 10 71 10 65 22 76 15

Dimensions 33 25 21 31 14 35 1r5_4

C.U. Manager 9 0 25 4 32 11 41 7

C.U. Executive 7 2 31 19 49 11 76 10

C.U. Management 2 0 23 10 32 11 44 10

CUIS 6 5 13 8 43 5 51 12

Law & Credit Un. 1 1 6 0 14 3 12 0

Point of Order 1 1 0 6 0 0 0 15 7

*Based on respondents of state chartered credit unions.
**Based on respondents of federal chartered credit unions.

Respondents generally consider credit union publications

to be timely, even those that are distributed less frequently

than weekly. Lower response rates in some cases is attributable

to the method used to calculate response percentages. Percen-

tages in all cases for this study are based on total respondents

in each asset group, not the number of responses to a particular

question.
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Reading for Enjoyment

In an open-ended question, respondents were asked to name

the one or two publications they most enjoyed reading and to

explain briefly their reasons. Many respondents chose the same

publications for this question and for the open-ended question

asking them to name the most useful publications. Some of the

respondents said the reasons were the same for enjoyment and

for usefulness. The publications receiving the highest number

of responses to the question of enjoyment were Credit Union

Magazine (26 percent), Texas Leaguer (23 percent); Management

Memo (18 percent), Capital Communique (13 percent), Wall Street

Journal (10 percent), and Credit Union Executive (9 percent).

(See Appendix F.)

Duplication of Information

This study attempted to determine whether credit union

managers believe there is undue duplication of information

among the numerous publications. The survey asked respondents

to choose an answer of always, usually, about half the time,

sometimes, or never, for the statement "too much duplication

of other publications" with regard to publications they receive.

Responses of too much duplication exceeded the 50 percentile

level only in the largest asset group, and then only in answers

of sometimes to half the time. Those responses were for Credit

Union Magazine (63 percent), Management Memo (56 percent),

Texas Leaguer (56 percent), and Capital Communique (51 percent).

Responses indicating too much duplication usually or always

were no higher than 19 percent. Management Memo received the
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19 percent response from respondents in the $1,000,000 to

$2,999,999 asset group.

First source for information. -- In an open-ended question,

respondents were asked to name the first source of information

with regard to any publications they had said contained too much

duplication. Response was low to the question, which was the

last one on the survey form. Thirty-six respondents (15 percent)

named Management Memo as the first source of information, and

twenty-one (9 percent) named Capital Communique. Four percent

or fewer respondents named other sources, including nine res-

ponses naming Texas Leaguer, seven naming Credit Union Magazine,

six naming Wall Street Journal, five naming Texas Commissioner's

Newsletter, four naming National Credit Union Administration

mailings, three naming CUIS, and three naming local newspapers.

Twenty-one other sources received one response each. (See

Appendix G.)

Several of the respondents used the space provided for the

question on first source of information to comment on the matter

of duplication. Comments about duplication were generally stated

in favor of duplication as helpful. Two comments specifically

indicated a dislike of duplication. (See Appendix H.)

Assessing the Publications' Value

The publications received by credit union managers have

been evaluated in ten different areas: usefulness to the job;

enjoyment; future reference; distribution to other personnel;

timeliness; and information value concerning regulations, legis-

lation, other credit unions, other financial institutions, and
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changes affecting members. To achieve a summary view of

the relative value of publications, taking all these factors

into consideration, a ranking system was devised. To develop

an overall score for a given publication, the number of res-

ponses were totaled that named the publication in the two

open-ended questions involving usefulness and enjoyment and

that named the publication as always or usually saved, routed,

timely, or informative in the areas cited. From that total

of ten elements was subtracted any responses idicating a wish

to have the publication discontinued and indicating the pub-

lication usually or always contained too much duplication of

other sources. The resulting figure was divided by ten.

To assess relative value among the four asset groups,

the same formula was used, except that the responses were con-

verted to percentages based on number of respondents within

each asset group.

In order to bring the two regulatory newsletters into a

comparative basis with other publications, the number of res-

ponses for Texas Commissioner's Newsletter in every case

was multiplied by .5, representing, of 240 respondents,. 120

in state chartered credit unions. Responses for Credit Union

Statistics in every case, when totaled, were multiplied by .43,

representing 102 respondents of federal chartered credit unions.

Table XIX shows the result of the scoring system.
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TABLE XIX

RATING OF PUBLICATIONS' VALUE

Score by Asset Size
Over -

all Under $1,000,000-- $3,000,000- Above

Publication Score $1,000,000 $2,999,999 $10,000,000 $10,00,000

Management
Memo 138 60 55 55 52

Capital
Communique 123 50 57 43 55

Texas

Leaguer 113 48 48 41 50

Texas

Commissioner 99 38 44 38 49

Credit Union

Magazine 94 27 47 45 57

Credit Union
Executive 47 6 22 28 46

Wall Street
Journal 37 6 12 28 34

Credit Union
Statistics .33 11 15 18 32

Credit Union
Manager 32 6 15 19 25

Credit Union

Management 30 2 14 19 30

CUTIS - 30 3 7 23 37

imensions 29 17 7 8 9

Local

newspaper 13 3 5 9 9

U.S. News &
World Report 10 3 5 7 4

Business Week 9 1 4 10

American
Banker 8 0 0 6 15

Law and the
Credit Union 7 .5 2 8 8

Pointof Order 5 .5 - 10 8

Bankers
Research 5 .5 .7 4 5
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TABLE XIX--Continued

Score by Asset Size
Over-

all. Under $1,000,000- $3,000,000- Above

Publication Score $1,000,000 $2,999,999 $10,000,000 $10,000,000

Nations'-,
Business 4 12 1 3

Local Cham-
ber of Com. 3 .6 1 .8 4

Texas
Finance 2 .3 .1 0 5

Texas

Business 2 .5 0 .2 3

Kiplinger
Letter 2 .4 0 .5 3

Credit Union
President 2 .3 2 0 .7

The publications in Table XIX include all twenty-two publi-

cations specifically listed in the questionnaire and the respondents'

local or area newspapers. Additionally, Kiplinger Letter and Credit

Union President, named by respondents as part of an open-ended

question intendedto include other publications, received overall

scores as high as Texas Finance Report and Texas Business. All

other publications named by respondents received fractions of points

in the scoring formula. Listing all publications that a credit

union manager might receive would have rendered the questionnaire

even lengthier than it was. As a result, other publications received

lower responses in specific question areas. However, publications

that are similar in format and content to ones not listed, such as

Credit Union President, which is similar to Credit Union Manager,

may provide an indication of the value of that type of publication.

For the overall score and for the scores of three of the asset
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groups, there is a sharp drop after the five highest-rated pub-

lications, all of which are credit union publications. For the

largest asset group, the scores lower more gradually and include

the highest ratings among the asset groups for the national credit

union magazines, most independent credit union publications, and

most general business and financial publications. Both of the

Texas League publications rate high, as do two of the publications

of the Credit Union National Association and the state regulatory

agency newsletter.



CHAPTER III

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Profile of the Respondents

The 240 survey participants represented 17 percent of the

state's 1,411 credit unions. Respondents were grouped into four

categories according to asset size, under $1,000,000, $1,000,000

to $2,999,999, $3,000,000 to $10,000,000, and above $10,000,000.

There were 109 respondents in the first asset group, fifty-two

in the second group, thirty-seven in the third group, and forty-

two in the fourth group. The two mid-range asset groups repre-

sented in the survey were the same or within three percentage

points of being the same proportion of the total responses as

their proportional representation in the population. The smallest

asset group was under-represented in the survey in proportion to

its standing in the population; those respondents constituted 46

percent of the survey group and 59 percent of the population.

The largest asset group was over-represented in the survey in

proportion to its standing in the population; those respondents

constituted 17 percent of the survey and 7 percent of the

population.

Probably over-represented in the survey were respondents who

are or have been elected officials of a credit union organization.

They represented 46 percent of the survey and 88 percent of the

respondents in the largest asset category.

55
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Credit unions serving employee groups as their field of

membership represent 86 percent of the survey and 84 percent of

the population. Credit unions serving geographic regions repre-

sent 2.5 percent of the survey and 3 percent of the population.

Credit unions serving associational groups represent 9 percent

of the survey and 13 percent of the population.

Respondents who are over fifty years old and have more than

ten years of credit union experience constitute the largest pro-

portion of survey participants in terms of age and experience.

The largest single segment of responses, twenty-five, were from

managers of the smallest asset group who are over fifty years old

and have more than ten years of experience. The second largest

single segment of respondents were from managers of the largest

asset group who are over fifty years old and have more than ten

years of experience.

Of the 100 Texas credit unions that are not dues-paying

members of the Texas Credit Union League, seven managers par-

ticipated in the survey.

Effect of Independent Variables on

Publication Subscriptions

The kinds and number of publications a credit union manager

receives is influenced by the asset size of the credit union more

than by other variables of age and experience of the manager,

field of membership, affiliation with the League, and whether

the manager has served in an elected capacity with a credit union

organization.
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For all credit unions, the median number of publications

received is eleven. For credit unions under $1,000,000 in

assets, the median is six. For credit unions with $1,000,000

to $2,999,999 in assets, the median is nine. For credit unions

with $3,000,000 to $10,000,000 in assets, the median is eleven.

For credit unions above $10,000,000 in assets, the median is

fourteen. Within any given asset group, those with more experience

receive more publications. However, the number of publications

received by respondents with more than ten years of experience

more than doubles from the smallest to the largest asset group.

Respondents in the largest asset group who have fewer than five

years of experience receive 36 percent more publications than

those with more than ten years of experience who are in the

smallest asset group. Respondents who are older receive more

publications. However, respondents in the two smaller asset

groups, of all ages, receive fewer publications than the overall

mean for the age groups, and respondents in the two larger asset

groups, of all ages, receive more publications than the overall

mean for the age groups.

Respondents of residential and associational fields of mem-

berships were compared with employee fields of membership to

determine significant differences in number of publications re-

ceived. The number of publications received were similar within

asset groups. Only one nonaffiliated response was in a larger

asset group; the number of publications that respondent receives,

six, corresponds to the mean for the smallest asset group. How-

ever, with only one respondent outside the smaller asset groups,

no conclusion can be drawn that nonaffiliated credit unions

receive fewer publications.
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The fact that a respondent is or has been in an elected

position in the credit union movement tends to equate with a

larger number of publications received than respondents who

have not served in such capacities. The variance between the

two groups increases with the asset size of the credit union

they represent. There is little or no difference between the

two groups in number of publications received for the two smaller

asset sizes; past or present officials of the $3,000,000 to

$10,000,000 asset group receive twice as many publications as

nonofficials in that asset group, and past or present officials

of the largest asset group receive 36 percent more publications

than nonofficials in that asset group. Nonofficials in the

largest asset group receive 45 percent more publications than

nonofficials in the smallest asset group, and officials in the

largest asset group receive 53 percent more publications than

officials in the smallest asset group.

The six publications that respondents in the smallest asset

group are most likely to receive are the two free publications

of the Texas Credit Union League, the free weekly newsletter of

the Credit Union National Association, the free newsletter of

the state or federal regulatory agency, the free magazine of

CUNA Mutual Insurance (Dimensions), and one paid subscription to

a Credit Union National Association magazine. Respondents in

mid-range asset groups are likely to add to these publications

two more paid subscriptions to publications of the Credit Union

National Association, a local newspaper, and the Wall Street

Journal. Respondents in the largest asset group are likely to

subscribe to all of these publications and to the magazine of
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the Credit Union Executives Society, banking publications, 
general

financial publications, and independent publications for the

credit union industry.

Amount of Time Reading

Seventy-six percent of the respondents indicated they spend

10 percent or less of their time reading job-related publications.

When compared by asset size, the highest proportion of respondents

in the smallest asset group indicated they spend less than 5 per-

cent of their time reading, and the highest proportion of respon-

dents in the other three asset groups indicated they spend 10 to

20 percent of their time reading.

Other than asset size, the only other independent variable

that showed any pattern deviating from asset size findings was

whether the respondent is or was an elected official. The

largest percentage of officials (27 percent) indicated reading

10 percent of the time. The largest percentage of nonofficials

(32 percent) indicated reading less than 5 percent of the time.

Eight percent of officials and not any nonofficials indicated rear

ding 30 percent or more of the time. Twenty-two percent of

officials and 10 percent of nonofficials indicated reading 20

percent of the time. Officials tend to spend more time reading,

The Utility Theory in Reading Selection

Managers of larger credit unions have adopted the utility

theory by subscribing to publications of the banking industry

and to other publications which may or may not support the

views of the credit union movement. However, although the

publications most widely read by all asset groups are sponsored
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by the credit union industry, managers are not necessarily

reading them for the purpose of reinforcing their views of

the credit union function, i.e. the theory of selective per-

ception. In all asset groups and among all other variables,

the responses of those who said they always or usually agreed

with the publications' views was not a great deal higher than

those who said they agreed sometimes to half the time. For

Credit Union Magazine, for example, seventy-eight respondents

said its articles usually or always agreed with their own views,

and seventy-three said the articles agreed with their own views

sometimes to half the time.

Information Deficiencies

One of the purposes of this study was to discern what, if

any, material is missing from publications that managers believe

they need. Fifty-one percent of the respondents said they are

not receiving information they need in specific areas. Of those

responses, 15 percent indicated a need for more information on

operations, and 11 percent indicated a need for more information

on regulations. These responses came from all asset groups and

all experience levels.

Fifty-six percent of the respondents who indicated a need

for more information said that the Texas League should supply

the information; 27 percent said the regulatory agencies should

supply the information; 23 percent said the Credit Union National

Association should supply the information; and 2 percent said

outside sources should supply the information.
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Thirteen percent of the respondents said the information

should be supplied in a new publication rather than an existing

one. Twenty-two percent of the respondents said the information

should be supplied weekly, with other frequencies named by 10

percent or fewer of the respondents.

Changing Publication Formats

Another - purpose of the study was to determine if Texas

credit union managers would prefer a different format for pub-

lications produced by the state and national trade associations.

Sixty percent of the respondents said the Texas League should

combine its publications into a single, weekly publication con-

taining a combination of regulatory and general information.

Sixty-two percent of the respondents said the Credit Union National

Association should combine its publications.

Eleven percent of the respondents said they would like to

discontinue Dimensions. Two percent or fewer respondents said

they would like to discontinue other publications.

Measures of Value for Publications

Another purpose of the study was to determine the criteria

by which credit union managers judge the value of publications.

In open-ended questions, respondents were asked to name the one

or two most useful and most enjoyable publications and to state

briefly the reason for the choice. Brevity and applicability

to specific situations were the primary reasons cited. Management

Memo received the highest response for usefulness and Credit Union
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Magazine received the highest response for enjoyment. Respon-

dents in the largest asset group, however, listed Wall Street

Journal as most useful and ranked Management Memo fourth after

Texas Commissioner's Newsletter and Capital Communique. Capital

Communique was rated second after Management Memo for all other

asset groups. The publication receiving the highest response

as never useful was Dimensions; 13 percent of the respondents

so indicated in a close-ended question regarding usefulness of

specific publications.

Other measures of value were phrased in statements to which

respondents were to mark an answer as to value of always, usually,

half the time, sometimes, or never. These measures were saving

the publication or part of it for reference, routing it to staff

or board members, informative value about regulations and legis-

lation, informative value about other credit unions, informative

value about other financial institutions, informative value

about changes affecting members, and timeliness.

Management Memo, Texas Leaguer, Capital Communique, and

Texas Commissioner's Newsletter were consistently the highest

rated publications. Regulatory, operational, and legislative

information as it relates to credit unions is a high priority

in ranking a publication's value, according to the responses;

but news of other credit unions, other financial institutions,

and changes affecting members are not priority informational

needs. Especially news of other financial institutions is not

an important element in smaller credit unions. Although the

credit union trade publications are distrubuted no more often

than weekly, they generally received responses of always or
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usually with regard to their timeliness. Management Memo, Cap-

ital Communique, and Texas Commissioner's Newsletter received

the highest number of responses for being always or usually

timely.

Duplication of Information

Responses of too much duplication of information among the

various publications exceeded the 50 percent level only in the

largest asset group, and then only in indications of too much

duplication half the time or less. Information is first received

in either the Management Memo or Capital Communique, especially

among respondents of smaller asset groups.

Several of the respondents used the space provided for the

question regarding first source of information to comment on the

matter of duplication. Comments were generally stated in favor

of duplication as a helpful tool to reinforce the importance of

a particular regulation or other situation.

Comparative Value of Publications

Based on the specified measures for value, a scoring system

was devised to rank the publications relative to one another.

The result of that scoring showed Management Memo to be the most

valuable overall and for two asset groups. For the largest asset

group, Credit Union Magazine received the highest score, and for

the $3,000,000 to $10,000,000 asset group Capital Communique

received a slightly higher score than Management Memo, that

group's second choice. After the five highest ranked credit union

industry's publications, including the ab ve three and Texas

Leaguer, and Texas Commissioner's NewslettEr, scores drop sharply,
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even among other national trade association publications.

The drop is more gradual, however, in the largest asset group,

with scores remaining relatively close for eleven publications

that include the Wall Street Journal and CUIS.

It cannot be concluded that at least two of the publi-

cations of the Credit Union National Association, Capital

Communique and Credit Union Magazine, are any less important

than the two Texas League publications. However, other publi-

cations of the Credit Union National Association do not rate

as highly, and in some cases rate lower than independent pub-

lications. The response indicating that managers look primarily

to the Texas League to supply needed regulatory and operational

information may be an indication that they tend to place more

value on the League than on a national level as a source of

information.

Conclusions

Based on the survey results, it is recommended that the

Texas League consider combining Texas Leaguer and Management

Memo into one weekly publication, placing emphasis on regulatory

and operational information and supplementing it with general

news of the Texas credit union movement and of Texas credit

union activities. It is recommended that the Credit Union Nat-

ional Association consider combining at least some of its pub-

lications. Credit Union Magazine is well received, and notably

in larger credit unions, Credit Union Executive enjoys a fairly

high readership. Credit Union Manager, and by inferred inclusion

because of the similarity, Credit Union President, ranked ninth

overall. Dimensions ranked eleventh overall and was scored
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quite low in three of the four asset groups, receiving a higher

score in the smallest asset group but even in that case ranking

sixth.

Although Dimensions, as a publication for policyowners of

CUNA Mutual Insurance, might need to be maintained separately

from any efforts of combining publications, the recommendation

is made that its purposes and audiences could be reviewed with

an eye toward better serving the needs of its readers. Because

small credit unions receive fewer publications, it is important

that the publications they do receive pay particular attention

to their special needs and slant at least some of the articles

especially to that audience. One of the Credit Union National

Association publications might address this audience as a target

group and, if possible, be provided free of charge. The Texas

League might consider printing a regular column in its newsletter

with articles pertaining to the special needs of the small

credit unions.

The trade association publications are to be commended be-

cause readers do not always agree with the articles' views on

the credit union function. This indicates a healthy atmosphere

of openness between credit unions and their trade groups, indi-

cates that the publications are provoking thought, implies that

there is not a "party line," so to speak, that trade group mem-

bers are expected to follow. Keeping this atmosphere in mind,

publications need to continue to present issues in a fair and

factual light so that managers can come to well-informed con-

clus ions.
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From this study it can be concluded that the credit union

industry is doing a reasonably good job of keeping credit unions

informed. It is clear that credit union managers depend heavily

on the trade association publications and the regulatory agencies

to keep them abreast of current issues on all fronts and that

independent publications play a secondary role in this function.

In small credit unions, independent publications have little or

no function. In all asset groups, four to five trade association

publications and the Texas Commissioner's Newsletter carry the

major burden for keeping managers informed. In all asset groups,

respondents who cite a lack of needed information expect that

information to be provided by the Texas League primarily through

its publications. Respondents prefer the major trade publications

for their brevity, aptness, timeliness, and coverage of regu-

lations, operations, and legislative issues.

Recommendations for Further Study

On October 15, 1980, the Credit Union National Association

announced it will perform an audit of its publications, including

three magazines, fourteen newsletters, press releases and other

informational mailings, a yearbook and a guidebook. The purpose

of the audit, according to a memo from William A. Atkins, vice

president of management services for the association, is "to

provide CUNA with a comprehensive analysis of its published com-

munications. An important endeavor of the study is to determine

whether individual publications are reaching the audiences to

whom they are directed and communicating the desired messages."
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As with many other publication studies and audits, this

study does not take into consideration the external publications

received by the audience. Further studies by any major organi-

zation with multiple publications might take into consideration

the amount and kind of information gleaned by readers from

outside sources in combination with internal sources. Further

studies by organizations with multiple publications might include

a historical approach to ascertain how and why each publication

originated and continued to proliferate in combination with other

publications, with the hypothesis being that some of the publi-

cations might be merged into one or that they might be duplicating

information more readily available in outside sources.



APPENDIX A

SUBSCRIPTION TOTALS TO PUBLICATIONS

1. Management Memo, 237 subscriptions

Weekly two-page newsletter, distributed to all Texas credit
unions by Texas Credit Union League and Affiliates, dealing with
legislative and regulatory items primarily. It cannot be deter-
mined why three respondents did not indicate receipt; the Man-
agement Memo mailing list was the one used to distribute tHe
survey questionnaire. Free, with additional subscriptions avail-
able for purchase by people within the credit union movement.

2. Texas Leaguer, 235 subscriptions

Four-page newsletter distributed every two weeks to Texas
credit unions that are members of Texas Credit Union League,
highlighting events in the Texas credit union industry, recog-
nizing achievements of credit unions and their personnel, and
explaining services offered by the League and Affiliates. Free
to dues-paying credit unions, with additional subscriptions
available for purchase by people within the credit union movement.

3. Capital Communique, 232 subscriptions

Weekly four-page newsletter, distributed to all member credit
unions by the Credit Union National Association, dealing with
legislative and regulatory items primarily. Free.

4. Credit Union Magazine, 185 subscriptions

Monthly magazine distributed by the Credit Union National
Association. Paid.

5. Dimensions, 181 subscriptions

Monthly magazine distributed to all credit union policyholders
of CUNA Mutual Insurance, an affiliate of the Credit Union National
Association. Free.

6. Texas Commissioner's Newsletter, 120 subscriptions

Monthly two-page summary of actions taken by the Texas Credit
Union Commission, regulatory agency for state chartered credit
unions. Free.

7. Credit Union Executive, 106 subscriptions

Monthly magazine distributed by the Credit Union National As-
sociation. Paid.
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8. Credit Union Statistics, 102 subscriptions

Monthly summary of selected statistics compiled by the NationalCredit Union Administration, regulatory agency for federal charteredcredit unions, and of regulations passed and pending that affectcredit unions. Free.

9. Wall Street Journal, 94 subscriptions

10. Credit Union Manager, 76

Weekly newsletter distributed by the Credit Union National As-sociation. Paid.

11. CUIS, 74 subscriptions

Independently produced newsletter with news and opinions
relating to the credit union industry. Paid.

12. Credit Union Management, 70 subscriptions

Monthly magazine distributed by Credit Union Executive Society.
Free for society members, paid subscriptions available.

13. U.S. News & World Report, 49 subscriptions

14. Publication of the respondent's local Chamber of Commerce, 48 sub-
scriptions.

15. Business Week, 38 subscriptions

16. Nation's Business, 26 subscriptions

17. American Banker, 24 subscriptions

18. Law and the Credit Union, 21 subscriptions

Twice monthly independent newsletter emphasizing laws and court
rulings that impact credit unions. Paid.

19. Bankers Research, 19 subscriptions

20. A Point of Order, 17 subscriptions

Independent newsletter published ten times a year stating
opinions on credit union issues. Paid.

21. Kiplinger's Washington Newsletter, 16 subscriptions
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22. Texas Finance Report, 13 subscriptions

Weekly independent newsletter from Austin on legislative
activities at the state level affecting financial institutions.

Paid.

23. Texas Business, 12 subscriptions

Monthly magazine, produced independently in Dallas, of
articles of interest to business leaders. Paid.

24. Credit Union President, 6 subscriptions

Weekly newsletter distributed by Credit Union National As-

sociation, similar in content and format to Credit Union Manager
to the extent that only Manager was listed specifically on the
questionnaire.

Following publications, included as others named by respondents,
showed four subscriptions each:

First Friday (monthly newsletter on credit union economic trends, paid)

Forbes
Fortune
Boardroom Reports
Leadership Letter (weekly distribution by Credit Union National

Association to state leagues and their directors)

Following publications showed three subscriptions each:

Fiscal Notes
Consumer Reports
Money
Inc.
American Income Life Newsletter
Research Institute of America Report
Profile (monthly distribution to credit unions that are members of

Southwest Corporate Federal Credit Union)
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Publications listed by one or by two respondents:

Newsweek
Policyowners Representative (from CUNA Mutual Insurance)
Three-Minute Report
Chalk Talk
Federal Reserve Bulletin
Senators Tower, Bentsen, Representative Wyatt newsletters
Dallas-Fort Worth Business
Update (from National Association of Federal Credit Unions)
Federal Credit;-Union (from N.A.F.C.U.)
Time
Consumer Price Index
Bureau of Labor Statistics news report
Ruff Times
Working Woman
Bank Advertising News
ABA Banking Journal
Researcher
United States Banker
Impact

Closely Held Business
Institute of Business Planning
Creative Management
Dun's Review
Computer Decisions
Computer World
Harvard Business Review
Nation's Towns and Cities
Texas Town and Country
Burrough's Clearing House
Holt Letter
Department of Defense Alert
Savings and Loan Association News
The Practical Banker
Management Accountin
Executime
Changing. Times
Venture
World Reporter
Houston City Magazine
GhristWan Cience Monitor
National Thrift News
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TEXAS NEWSPAPERS LISTED BY RESPONDENTS;
NUMBER OF SUBSCRIPTIONS

Dallas Morning News (23)
Houston Post (19)
Houston Chronicle (15)
Dallas Times Herald (12)
Austin American Statesman (9)
San Antonio Express News (8)
Lubbock Avalanche Journal (8)
Fort Worth Star Telegram (8)
Corpus Christi Caller Times (5)
Abilene Reporter News (5)
Odessa American (5)
Beaumont Enterprise (5)
San Antonio Light (4)
El Paso Times;, Herald Post (6)
Galveston Times (3)
Wichita Falls Times, Record News (3)
Marshall News Messenger (2)
Amarillo Daily News (2)
Baytown Sun (2)
Temple Daily Telegram (2)
San Angelo Standard (2)
Texarkana Gazette (2)
Port Arthur News (2)
Denton Record Chronicle (1)
Laredo News;, Times (2)
Midland Telegram(1)
Tyler Courier Times (1)
Richardson Daily News (1)
Big Spring HeralTd (1)
Sherman Democrat (1)
McAllen Monitor (1)
Bonham Daily (1)
Denison Herald (1)
Kingsville Record (1)
Palestine Herald Press (1)
WhitdeRocker (1)
Huntsville Item (1)
Longview Journal (1)
Kilgore News Herald (1)
Lufkin News (1)
Waco Tribune Herald (1)
Crosbyton Review (1)
Pampa Daily News (1)
Garland Daily News (1)
Valley Morning Star (1)
Texas City Sun 717
Border News Herald (1)
Brownwood Bulletin (1)
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RESPONSES TO OTHER NEEDED INFORMATION

1. "Step by step information on collecting delinquent accounts,
filing charges, and court procedure."

2. "Update of forms from the League."

3. "Updated operations manual."

4. "I keep fairly well informed from all media sources."

5. "Information isn't always clear, but this is understandable since
regulations are written so often for legal authorities, not for
laymen.

6. "I believe my information is adequate."

7. "Too often we are left without the proper problems solved."

8. "Actually information is quite good, but at times some areas are
missed that are picked up by examiners."

9. "Economy forecasts from Southwest Corporate FCU."

10. "Statistics. NCUA and some annual reports are thorough but
always out of date."

11. "Broad scope of credit union and other publications listed above
in toto provide needed data."
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PUBLICATIONS RESPONDENTS WOULD LIKE TO DISCONTINUE;
REASONS FOR WANTING TO DISCONTINUE

"None" (33)
Dimensions (27)
Capital Communique (5)
Management Memo (4)
Credit Union Statistics (3)
Texas Leaguer (4)

One of the four, "to some extent"
One of the four, "discontinue duplicate copy I receive at home"

Wall Street Journal (2)
Credit Union Management (2)
Credit Union Magazine (2)
Leadership Letter (1)
American Banker (1)
Bank Advertising News (1)
Bankers Research (1)
Local Chamber of Commerce publication (2)
Washington Spotlight (1)
Under Separate Cover (1)
Newsweek (1)
Business Week (1)
CUIS (1)
Texas Commissioner's Newsletter (1)
Credit Union Executive (2)
Nation's Business (1)
"All proposed legislation, from League or CUNA" (1)
"All have points to ponder" (1)

1. Outdated: Management Memo (1), Texas Leaguer (1), Dimensions (1),
Capital Communique (2)

2. Not understandable: Credit Union Executive (2), Dimensions (2),
Credit Union Magazine (1), Capital Communique (1),
Nation's Business (1), Chamber of Commerce local
publication (1), Banker's Research (1)

3. Duplication of other publications: Capital Communique (5),
Dimensions (6), Management Memo (2), Bank Advertising
News (1), Texas Leaguer (2), Credit Union Management (2),
Credit Union Statistics (1), Business Week (1)

4. Not relevant: Dimensions (20), Texas Leaguer (4), Capital Commun-
ique (1), Newsweek (1), Credit Union Statistics (1),
local Chamber of Commerce publication (1), Credit Union
Management (1), Credit Union Magazine (1), American
Banker (1, comment, "very seldom relevant for the price")
"all proposed legislation" (1),
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APPENDIX E

RESPONSES TO MOST USEFUL PUBLICATIONS;
SUMMARY OF COMMENTS

1. Management Memo (48 percent)

Brief and concise management-level information; tells what
is happening now in Texas and national legislation; advance
notices of changes in law; the best report on federal action
affecting credit unions; current, exact, and condensed infor-
mation of local interest and importance; weekly update in a
timely manner; a short and ready reference; information I can
use--not space fillers; not wordy; simple and informative;
easy source of current credit union news; briefly gives im-
portant information, then I can look elsewhere for details if
it applies to me; I depend on it.

2. Capital Communique (37 percent)

Most current and meaningful; timely; gives basic infor-.
mation to use until I have time to read more detailed reports;
current legislative update; gives new management techniques;
essential reading; educational area and national information;
very comprehensive; gives a thumbnail sketch; tells how to
comply; verifies other publications.

3. Texas Commissioner's Newsletter (29 percent of 120 state-
chartered credit unions)

Keeps up-to-date on new legislation; update on rules and
~regulations; information directly affects me; best report on
state action affecting credit unions; I have confidence in
the source; specific interpretation; it doesn't insult my
intelligence; gives specifics for state-chartered credit
unions; short and to the point; it is imperative to keep up
with changes.

4. Credit Union Magazine (19 percent)

Overall view of the credit union movement; brief, concise,
and timely; variety of articles; less unimportant news; new
ideas--I get at least one new idea each issue; more profes-
sional; extremely educational; coverage for all size credit
unions; tells how other credit unions are handling situations;
articles on subjects we encounter every day; relevant; accu-
rate; easy reading; understandable; I read it completely.

5. Texas Leaguer (16 percent)

Keeps us updated on happenings at League, state, and federal
level; brings out most important points of things we need to
know; major events in Texas and information on Texas state
problems; lets us know what is going on and what to do about
it; tells what other credit unions are doing; a previewer of
coming events useful to credit unions.
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6. Wall Street Journal (15 percent)

Current information on laws and financial trends; current
rates and conditions; good economic overview; broad picture
backed by detail, if wanted; items of interest on other fi-
nancial institutions; national and international changes; I
use daily for rates and stock values; wide viewpoints.

The following publications received 5 percent or fewer

responses:

7. Credit Union Executive (thirteen responses)

Informative; easy reading and understandable; accurate;
good ideas; self and job improvements; lets you know what
peer groups are doing; gives helpful guidelines.

8. Credit Union Manager (seven responses)

Good and current information and input for credit union
management; detailed guidelines to programs offered by credit
unions; relevant; timely; has information I need; exciting;
brief but very informative.

9. CUIS (seven responses)

Keeps me current; special reports very useful; provides
fast coverage on developments in the credit union movement;
gives explanations on regulations; timely, concise summaries;
an outside report on credit unions.

10. Credit Union Management (six responses)

More technically oriented.

11. American Banker (four responses)

Provides fast and complete coverage of financial news.

12. Kiplinger Letter (three responses)

Update on changes nationally and internationally.

13. Credit Union Statistics (two responses)

Keeps abreast of pending legislation, rules, and regulations.

14. Business Week (two responses)

Keeps me informed of changing economy.
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15. NAFCU Update (one response)

Timely, concise summaries.

16. Profile (one response)

Information I need.

17. U.S. News & World Report (one response)

Covers United States and the world.

18. Bankers Research (one response)

Up-to-date information about financial institutions and
regulatory activities.

19. Bank Advertising News (one response)

Trends, new laws and regulations.

10. Texas Business (one response)

I am treasurer of my company, not a professional credit
union manager, so this and Wall Street Journal have more
pertinent information for me.

21. Money Management (one response)

Easily read and understood.

22. Reports from Texas League Governmental Affairs Department
(one response)

Timely information I need to know.

23. Dallas Times Herald (one response)

24. All publications (one response)

I need to read all the publications to be better armed to
run a credit union, as it is becoming more sophisticated each
day.
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RESPONSES TO MOST ENJOYABLE PUBLICATIONS;
SUMMARY OF COMMENTS

1. Credit Union Magazine (26 percent)

Gives information on how credit unions nationally operate;
enjoy the varied topics; letters of pro's and con's from
credit union people; each issue is helpful; it is the only
publication that helps small credit unions; offers good man-
agement tools; idea-packed, with technical emphasis; well-
written; has food for thought; good format; easy to under-
stand; expert interviews; most applicable publication;
educational; direct; I can associate with the articles.

2. Texas Leaguer (23 percent)

Interesting facts about other credit unions; keeps me
current on League; information at local level, Texas interests
and update; I enjoy news about other credit unions and people
I know; I like succinct way it is presented; "newsy" and has
pictures; human interest articles; gives opinions of others;
the language is plain--I don't have to guess its meaning; it
amounts to an interpretation of what to do and what to watch
out for; variety of topics; information is relevant to my
needs; well-written; I like to read the classified section.

3. Management Memo (18 percent)

Brief and to the point; up-to-date changes and information;
easy to read; easier format; more usable information; pertinent
facts stated briefly; capsule information on legislative mat-
ters; precise; gives facts and instructions to follow; meets
our day-to-day needs.

4. Capital Communique (13 percent)

Up-to-date and more usable information; nutshell information;
lets credit unions know what they can expect.

5. Wall Street Journal (10 percent)

Full picture of financial markets and current events; lets
me feel the pulse of everyday financial life; entertaining
style; I am a CPA so I like reading business news.

6. Credit Union Executive (9 percent)

Other managers' views; interesting; well-presented; pertinent
operational information; easy to understand; good material;
information on your peer groups; variety of subjects; human
interest approach.
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7. Credit Union Management (7 percent)

Timely articles and how to apply what is needed at the

time; subjects pertinent to my interests; planning tool in
clear, precise terms; current and interesting; keeps abreast
of what other executives are doing and thinking.

8. Texas Commissioner's Newsletter (7 percent of 120 state-
chartered credit unions)

Easy to understand; accurate; timely; brief and to the

point; it is most important to operations; I like its clarity.

The following publications received 5 percent or fewer

responses:

9. CUIS (nine responses)

Special reports; another side; tells the gossip; it has
style.

10. Credit Union Manager (eight responses)

Needed information; brief; timely.

11. U.S. News & World Report (eight responses)

Need for weekly information; covers a lot of subjects;
covers all news.

12. Dimensions (seven responses)

New approach; more information; people-related articles.

13. Kiplinger Letter (five responses)

Potpourri of topics; political and economic trends; most

informative of all.

14. Nation's Business (five responses)

Interesting information; general information with a good
background.

15. Local newspapers (three responses; specifically named were
Austin American Statesman and Dallas Times Herald)

Current events; sports; financial information.
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16. Business Week (two responses)

In-depth news; more interesting articles.

17. Forbes (two responses)

Gives me many ideas and keeps me current on latest events.

18. Everybody's Money (two responses)

Very informative. (This is a monthly magazine of Credit

Union National Association for distribution to credit union
members.)

19. Texas Business (two responses)

Current and wide variety of topics; professional "inside"
view.

20. American Banker (one response)

Informative.

21. Time (one response)

Comprehensive news.

22. Creative Management (one response)

Informative as to personnel problems, with case studies.

23. First Friday (one response)

Tells it "like it is," not how we "wish it was. t "

24. Holt Letter (one response)

Financial trends.

25. CUs in the News (one response)

No comment given. (This is a periodic compilation of news

clippings reproduced and distributed to Texas credit unions by

the Texas League's public relations department.)

26. Leadership Letter (one response)

Brief and informative.
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27. Money Management (one response)

Easy to understand.

28. Bank Advertisig News (one response)

Interesting; generates new ideas and concepts.

29. Inc. (one response)

New approach.

30. All publications (one response)

I enjoy ALL the publications.

31. None (one response)
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PUBLICATIONS FROM WHICH INFORMATION
IS FIRST RECEIVED; COMMENTS

1. Management Memo (36)
2. Capital Communique (21)

Comments on above two: Management Memo - excellent publi-
cation; Management Memo ror legislative. Both - Management
Memo and CapCom give us what we need in capsule form; Man-
agement Memo and CapCom duplicate each other; prefer CapCom
over Management Memo; I scan all articles in Management Memo
because CapCom gets here first and Management Memo seems a repeat.

3. Texas LeaguerT(9)
4. Credit Union Magazine (7)
5. Wall Street Journal (6)

Comments: For financial news
6. Texas Commissioner's Newsletter (5)
7. National Credit Union Administration (4)
8. Leadership Letter (3)
9. CUIS (3)

Comment: Excellent publication
10. Local newspapers (3)
11. Credit Union Executive (1)
12. Texas Credit Union Department (1)
13. American Banker (1)
14. Business Week (1)
15. Credit Union Manager (1)
16. Money Management (1)
17. Federal Register (1)
18. Television (1)
19. Radio (1)
20. Personal and business contacts (1)
21. Regulatory news releases (1)
22. Special reports on subjects (1)
23. Various sources for various subjects (2)
24. Not sure (1)
25. Hearsay (1)
26. Too difficultto answer (1)
27. Manager meetings (1)
28. Impossible to answer considering immense volume of publications (1)
29. All NAFCU publications (1)
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COMMENTS ON DUPLICATED INFORMATION

l."Regulations and legislation are duplicated everywhere."

2."Information is frequently duplicated. Sometimes I receive one
publication fiLrst, sometimes another."

3."Too many publications waste talent and create an extra expense."

4."From the duplication, my mind is refreshed. The explanation
is different, so I find it helpful at times."

5."Cannot really respond to this question. Oftentimes the dupli-
cation is only a matter of a few days and could be due to order
in which I read publications. Generally all CUES (Credit Union
Executive Society) publications are dated, perhaps due to a basic
monthly mailing cycle compared with more frequent mailings from
others."

6."I'm not sure duplication is bad. Sometimes a new point or angle
is brought out that gives a different perspective."

7."There is to some degree duplication, but not to the point of
monotony. The duplication stresses the importance of the ruling,
act, etc."

8. "Once news appears in one publication, they all follow suit."

9."There are overlaps on legislative."

10. "I like the duplication."

11. "There are definitely too many League and CUNA publications--
there isn't time to read that many. "
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OTHER COMMENTS

l."I would prefer more publications with information about new
legislation, new directives, new ideas, which way to go, etc.,
as opposed to ribbon cuttings for a new credit union building
in Ysleta or wherever. I feel a part of the movement, but
not to that extent. There are definitely too many League
and CUNA publications; there isn't time to read that many."

2."Suggest that League newsletter have questions and answers on
Truth-in-Lending, Regulation E, etc., rather than the present
material which is of no value."

3. (Written on a copy of Management Memo and returned with the
questionnaire)"This is about the Last publication I receive
dealing with contents of Management Memo."

4. (On question dealing with amount of time spent per week reading
job-related publications)"Would read more (answer marked was
less than 5 per cent) but am too involved in operations."

5."I was receiving Credit Union Executive but couldn't understand
it"(same respondent as comment above; has five to ten years'
experience).

6. (On question asking who should supply needed information)"I
doubt that I am in a position to answer the question as to the
organization that is in the best position to keep me updated
on a particular area of credit union detail, trends, etc. Also,
cost should be considered, publication including writing, printing,
mailing, etc."

7. (On question dealing with specific publications that are infor-
mative about activities of other credit unions) "Unnecessary."
(one response)."Not particularly interested"(one response).

8. (On question dealing with specific publications that are infor-
mative about other financial institutions)"Not particularly
interested."

9. (On question dealing with specific publications that are infor-
mative about changes affecting the membership)"Don't understand,
what field etc.?"(one response)."Not particularly interested"(one
response).

10. (On questions dealing with uses of specific publications)"I don't
read them that closely--couldn't tell one from the other--we are
a small CU without the worries of a major CU."
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